Pyronix Enforcer 64 featuring V12.5 firmware
Technical Specification
Make

Pyronix

Company

Pyronix Limited

Model code

Enforcer 64

Control

Yes

Panels &
Accessories
Wireless

Yes

Max No of

4

RKPs
Tamper

Yes

No of User

75

Codes
Keypad
Operated

Yes

Physical

Dimensions mm: 220 x 160 x 50

Specifications
Environmental

Operating Temp oC: -10 ~ +40 C (14 ~ 104 F)

Specifications
Additional

The proven Pyronix Enforcer is upgraded with a new modern

info

design and V12 firmware.
Boasting award-winning two-way wireless technology, the Enforcer
64’s V12 firmware makes it expandable to 64 wireless inputs to
satisfy all your installation needs.
Compatible with ProControl+ for video integration, the system is
completely controllable anytime from anywhere, making it ideal for
residential and business properties.

Product profile
Pyronix, the intrusion specialist of the world-leading Hikvision group, is delighted to announce the
launch of the Enforcer 64 total wireless security solution.
Taking residential security to a new level, the Enforcer 64 is as quick-to-fit, easy-to-use and reliable
as ever before, but features a new modern design and V12.5 firmware for Hik-Connect compatibility
and dual path communication capability.
“We are absolutely committed to driving market applications towards total solutions, with the upmost
attention for innovation and quality,” Laurence Kenny, Pyronix Marketing Manager, comments.

He continues: “With the Enforcer 64 we have delivered this in abundance with a complete solution
that fuses security, video and lifestyle enhancements, with greater communication contingency and
reassurance.”
Pyronix first introduced the Enforcer wireless control panel in 2012. Since then it has consistently
won multiple coveted industry awards, due to the company’s commitment to continuous
improvement and innovative technological advancements by its dedicated R&D team.
These developments have culminated in the Enforcer 64, which comes with heightened capabilities
to enable security and monitoring in one solution.
The Enforcer 64 utilises Pyronix award-winning two-way wireless technology, which is now
expandable to 64 wireless inputs thanks to V12.5 firmware; double the number of the previous
Enforcer solution. This makes adding wireless outdoor XD detectors, indoor KX detectors,
sounders, keypads or safety devices easy, to suit any installation preference, without having to
compromise.
“The Pyronix Enforcer is our premier wireless solution for professional security installers and
integrators, utilising the award-winning features it is renowned for within the security industry as the
foundation for further development,” Laurence comments.
He continues: “We have further developed it to be expandable to 64 wireless inputs, delivering
greater installation capability whilst fusing it with Hikvision’s extensive range of video equipment,
iVMS via Hik-Connect for seamless functionality; all of which combine to provide a total solution.”

The panel is certified to Grade 2 and perfectly suited for residential and small to medium sized
commercial applications. It also delivers for multiple installation preferences, with complete
compatibility with the whole range of communication modules. The solution also boasts hybrid
capabilities, with the ability to add any of the complete range of wireless and wired peripherals,
alongside the ability to add up to 30 automation outputs.
The Enforcer 64 fuses intrusion and video to bring together intrusion and video on one platform for
enhanced customer value and upsell opportunities.

